Designing and Teaching a Unit of Instruction

1. **REFLECTION**, self-evaluation
2. **EVALUATION**, of student work
3. **TEACH** the unit
4. **Plan END OF UNIT/ CULMINATING ACTIVITY**
5. **Plan EVALUATION/ ASSESSMENT**
6. **Choose/Develop** Activities
7. **Gather STUDENT RESOURCES**
8. **Decide on a SEQUENCE or weaving of lessons;**
9. **Clarify/specific GOALS/OBJECTIVES for the unit**
10. **Write LESSON PLANS**
11. **Plan a MOTIVATING BEGINNING**
12. **Develop GRAPHIC ORGANIZER CONCEPTS**

**Locate, gather, read, study TEACHER RESOURCES** (Learn more about topic.)

**Examine FRAMEWORK/ STANDARDS**

**Propose GOALS/OBJECTIVES for the unit**

**BACKGROUND INFORMATION** on your class

**Choose Topic**
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